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About This Content

The high-flying, high-bouncing ninja girls of SENRAN KAGURA return, this time with more moves, more playable characters,
more story and attitude, and more destruction online with matches that can support up to 10 players. All the previous shinobi

girls return with a host of upgraded moves to master, and new playable characters offer more challenges to conquer, along with
a story that's equal parts sexy and shocking, serious and scandalous, busty and brawling.

This DLC includes:
Ayame (Character)
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Title: SENRAN KAGURA ESTIVAL VERSUS - Ayame
Genre: Action
Developer:
Tamsoft
Publisher:
XSEED Games, Marvelous USA, Inc.
Franchise:
SENRAN KAGURA
Release Date: 17 Mar, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel Core i3-550 @ 3.2 GHz (2-core)

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTS 450

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 19 GB available space

Sound Card: Compatible with DirectX 11.0

English,Japanese
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senran kagura estival versus ayame dlc. senran kagura estival versus ayame

Something you can't buy from her shop. the only interesting and cutest character aside from Ryona! ;w;

She is so nice and lovely!

worth buying butt I would wait for a discount ;o;. Pros:
She's kind of like a faster Katsuragi which makes her very fun to play IMO (maybe my favorite). Also she's the cutest.
-Cool theme song

Cons:
She says "IKIMASUYO" and "IKIMASUNE" way too much. Pros:
She's kind of like a faster Katsuragi which makes her very fun to play IMO (maybe my favorite). Also she's the cutest.
-Cool theme song

Cons:
She says "IKIMASUYO" and "IKIMASUNE" way too much. She is a little bit tricky to play.
But plays like a better version of Katsuragi.
I like her cheerfullness.
Musictheme is cheerfull too...
Go for her.... Ayame is the store clerk of Senran Kagura; but wasn't playable 'till now. She's not a part of the story in any way;
but it's nice to have another playable character that isn't out of franchise. As far as a backstory; she's not really a huge part of
this, or any game. She's always just been the checkout girl for the in-game store; and she still is. Ayame isn't the best character
to use; and her moves are nothing special. However, she is nice to have if you want to have more characters.. Something you
can't buy from her shop
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It's time for Ayame to get bust in steam sales and achieve customers heart. I always like it when storekeep characters like
Ayame become playable or accessible in a game, This compounds with Ayame's cheerfulness and cuteness, and a fighting style
that could be said to be more versatile than the clone she is to: Katsuragi.

Speaking of Katsuragi, while I'm no fan of Yuri, nothing is wrong to see a bit of it here and there, in this case Ayame being all
hearts for Katsuragi. The DLC doesn't introduce any new story elements, even for her relation to Katsuragi, but what to expect?
Having story elements would be a plus, and the lack of it would be no less than neutral.. It's time for Ayame to get bust in steam
sales and achieve customers heart. I always like it when storekeep characters like Ayame become playable or accessible in a
game, This compounds with Ayame's cheerfulness and cuteness, and a fighting style that could be said to be more versatile than
the clone she is to: Katsuragi.

Speaking of Katsuragi, while I'm no fan of Yuri, nothing is wrong to see a bit of it here and there, in this case Ayame being all
hearts for Katsuragi. The DLC doesn't introduce any new story elements, even for her relation to Katsuragi, but what to expect?
Having story elements would be a plus, and the lack of it would be no less than neutral.. the only interesting and cutest character
aside from Ryona! ;w;

She is so nice and lovely!

worth buying butt I would wait for a discount ;o;. She is a little bit tricky to play.
But plays like a better version of Katsuragi.
I like her cheerfullness.
Musictheme is cheerfull too...
Go for her.... Ayame is the store clerk of Senran Kagura; but wasn't playable 'till now. She's not a part of the story in any way;
but it's nice to have another playable character that isn't out of franchise. As far as a backstory; she's not really a huge part of
this, or any game. She's always just been the checkout girl for the in-game store; and she still is. Ayame isn't the best character
to use; and her moves are nothing special. However, she is nice to have if you want to have more characters.
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